


















































UPDATES
8.1

Chairperson’s Report
The Chairperson, Member Scott, to report on matters with which he has
been involved since the subcommittee’s last meeting.

8.2

Committee Reports
Works & Cemetery – Kevin Skoropada
Hall – Alf Maclean
Community Housing –Morris Williams
Information Centre – Carolyn Smith
Nth Sld Development Fund Allocation – Rob Scott & Greg Tither
Nth Sld Development Charitable Trust - Rob Scott & Carolyn Smith

8.3

Councillor’s Report
Councillor Douglas to report on activities from the District Council table.

Lumsden Community Development Area
Subcommittee
OPEN MINUTES

Minutes of a meeting of Lumsden Community Development Area Subcommittee held in the
SDC Office, , 18 Diana St, Lumsden on Monday, 14 August 2017 at 6pm.

PRESENT
Chairperson
Deputy Chairperson
Members

Rob Scott
Alf Maclean
Carolyn Smith
Greg Tither
Morris Williams

Councillors

John Douglas
Abel Kremer

IN ATTENDANCE
Committee Advisor
Community
Partnership Leader

Minutes

Rose Knowles
Kelly Tagg
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1

Apologies
Apology received from Member Skoropada.
Moved Member Smith, seconded Member Maclean and resolved;
That the apology be accepted.

2

Leave of absence
There were no requests for leave of absence.

3

Conflict of Interest
There were no conflicts of interest declared.

4

Public Forum
There was no Public Forum.

5

Extraordinary/Urgent Items
There were no Extraordinary/Urgent items.

6

Confirmation of Minutes
Resolution
Moved Member Williams, seconded Member Tither
Confirms the minutes of Lumsden
Subcommittee, held on 12 June 2017.

Community

Development

Area

Reports
7.1

Lumsden Railway Precinct Upgrade
Record No:

R/17/8/18134

Community Partnerships Leader – Kelly Tagg advised that this report is to seek a
recommendation from the Lumsden Community Development Area Subcommittee to
Council that a request for unbudgeted expenditure relating to the Lumsden Visitor
Management upgrade, be approved.
2

Round one of MBIE’s Tourism Infrastructure Fund (TIF) opened on Thursday, 3
August; the closing date for applications is Monday, 4 September. With the purpose of
the TIF is to provide financial support for local tourism-related infrastructure where
tourism growth (domestic and international) is placing pressure on, or potential growth
is constrained by, existing infrastructure and where the local community is unable to
respond in a timely way with assistance.

4

The Lumsden CDA wishes to better manage the visitor experience to the Lumsden
Railway Precinct. The carpark at the historic railway station is well utilised by both
visitors to the area and locals but has become congested due the current state of the
carpark.
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5

In order to better manage visitors to the Railway Precinct site the CDA wishes to reseal the car park on the Diana Street side of the railway building, seal the carpark on
the Hero Street side of the railway building, install kerb and channel and a further area
for parking on a grassed area adjacent Hero Street.

6

The CDA has also identified the need for landscaping and screening in the area and
for the installation of two “Big Belly Compactor Bins” in order to reduce rubbish
collection costs.

7

The estimated cost to carry out these local works is $148,790 excl GST. The CDA is
unable to fund the local element of this project in its entirety and will need to stage the
sealing of the carpark over a number of years meaning the carpark will be unable to
be marked with parking spaces and the CDA will be unable to manage the visitors to
the Railway Precinct.

9

The Lumsden CDA has limited local reserves, is unable to fund this project in its
entirety at this time and wishes to apply to the MBIE Tourism Infrastructure Fund for a
grant of $74,395 to assist with the costs of this project.

10

Council has approved a toilet block upgrade for the Lumsden toilets as part of the
2015-25 long term plan at a cost of $220,000. This work was scheduled to be carried
out during the 2018-19 financial year. However, due to increased demand being
placed on the toilet facility it is now appropriate to bring this project forward to 2017-18
financial year in conjunction with the Railway Precinct upgrade.

11

The scope of works includes the addition of two unisex wheelchair accessible toilets
to the existing toilet facility along with the replacement of the interior partitions and
painting, sealing of the car park adjacent the toilets, signage, design/consultation
costs and contingencies. The total cost is anticipated to be $280,453 (excl. GST).

12

Council’s Services and Assets Committee, as a Committee of the whole, resolved at
its meeting on 9 August 2017 to recommend to Council that the upgrade of toilet
facilities project for Lumsden be brought forward and confirmed that an application
can be made to the Tourism Infrastructure Fund in the amount of $131,226 which
represents 47% of the estimated project cost.

13

Council’s Services and Assets Committee, as a Committee of the whole, also
resolved at its meeting on 9 August 2017 to recommend to Council that a request for
unbudgeted expenditure in the amount of $74,395 for the Lumsden Visitor
Management upgrade be approved and confirmed that an application can be made to
the Tourism Infrastructure Fund in the amount of $74,395 which represents 50% of
the estimated local project cost.

14

The recommendation in paragraph 13 above was contingent on the Lumsden CDA
agreeing to fund the $74,395 from local reserves and it was noted that neither the
toilet facilities upgrade nor the Lumsden visitor management upgrade would proceed
without a successful application to the MBIE Tourism Infrastructure Fund.

1

Councillor Douglas has also agreed to contribute $5,000 in funds from the Mararoa
Waimea Ward Reserve.

Minutes
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Resolution
Moved Member Maclean, seconded Member Williams
That the Lumsden Community Development Area Subcommittee:

7.2

a)

Receives the report titled “Lumsden Railway Precinct Upgrade ” dated 9
August 2017.

b)

Determines that this matter or decision be recognised as not significant
in terms of Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2002.

c)

Determines that it has complied with the decision-making provisions of
the Local Government Act 2002 to the extent necessary in relation to this
decision; and in accordance with Section 79 of the Act determines that it
does not require further information, further assessment of options or
further analysis of costs and benefits or advantages and disadvantages
prior to making a decision on this matter.

d)

Recommends to Council that the unbudgeted expenditure for the
Lumsden Visitor Management Upgrade project at an estimated cost of
$74,395 be approved subject to the Lumsden CDA Subcommittee
resolving to fund this amount in total from their local funds and reserves
at their meeting scheduled for 14 August 2017. The remaining 50%
($74,395) to be funded by applying to the MBIE Tourism Infrastructure
Fund.

e)

Recommends to Council that the unbudgeted expenditure of $69,395 for
the Lumsden Visitor Management Upgrade be approved subject to the
application to the Tourism Infrastructure Fund being successful.

Request from Lumsden Emergency Services Centre to obtain additional land for
a new shed and additional training space.
Record No:

R/17/8/18028

Chairman Scott declared a conflict of interest as a member of the Lumsden Fire
Service and took no part in the voting.
Report by Kevin McNaught, Strategic Manager Property for the Lumsden Community
Development Area Subcommittee to consider a request from the Lumsden
Emergency Services Centre to obtain more land and if agreeable to make the relevant
recommendation to Council.
2

In 1989 the former railway land in Lumsden owned by Council was subdivided and
part defined as the site as the Lumsden Emergency Services Centre. The site is
currently owned by the Fire Service, Police and St John.

3

Recently a request was received from the NZ Fire Service on behalf of the Emergency
Services Centre for an additional 22m of land west of the existing building’s as the site
for a new shed and additional training space.
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Resolution
Moved Member Smith, seconded Member Tither
That the Lumsden Community Development Area Subcommittee:

7.3

a)

Receives the report titled “Request from Lumsden Emergency Services
Centre to obtain additional land for a new shed and additional training
space.” dated 8 August 2017.

b)

Determines that this matter or decision be recognised as not significant
in terms of Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2002.

c)

Determines that it has complied with the decision-making provisions of
the Local Government Act 2002 to the extent necessary in relation to this
decision; and in accordance with Section 79 of the Act determines that it
does not require further information, further assessment of options or
further analysis of costs and benefits or advantages and disadvantages
prior to making a decision on this matter.

d)

Recommends to the Southland District Council that 880 square metres of
land adjoining the Lumsden Emergency Services Centre on Elbow Lane
be transferred to the owners of that property for $1.00 on the basis that
the applicants pay all costs associated with the transfer.

Council Report
Record No:

R/17/7/15746

Community Partnerships Leader – Kelly Tagg was in attendance for this item.
Mrs Tagg took the Subcommittee through the Council report and particularly
highlighted the following:









Civil Defence Review
Tourism Infrastructure Fund
Representation Review
District Facilities Project
Service Delivery Scoping Project
2018-2018 10 Year Plan
Venture Southland Community Development
CDA Finances

Resolution
Moved Member Williams, seconded Member Maclean
That the Lumsden Community Development Area Subcommittee:
a)

8.1

Receives the report titled “Council Report” dated 9 August 2017.

Chairperson’s Report
The Chairman, Rob Scott, reported on matters with which he has been involved since
the subcommittee’s last meeting, which included;
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Cycletrail meeting in Lumsden
NZMCA clean-up day in 9 September in Lumsden
Letter to Mayor Tong
Camping update
Thank you note for the flowers we sent to E Drummond
St Johns Lumsden looking for volunteers to join their Committee

.
8.2

Committee Report
Information Centre – Member Smith advised that the doors onto the platform have
been repaired.
Community Housing – Member Williams advised that the flats have been painted, new
curtains, heaters and carpet.
Hall – Member Maclean to meet with the caretakers to check out any issues at the hall.

8.3

Councillor’s Report
Councillor Douglas reported on matters from the District Council table. These included;





District Tour
LTP 2018-2018
Cycletrail update
Open day for new residents in Mossburn.

The meeting concluded at 8.30pm

CONFIRMED AS A TRUE AND CORRECT
RECORD AT A MEETING OF THE LUMSDEN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AREA
SUBCOMMITTEE HELD ON 14 AUGUST 2017

DATE:...................................................................

CHAIRPERSON:...................................................
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Item 7.1
☐

☐

☒

1

At the beginning of September the four Southland Councils released the statement of proposal
relating to the formation of a council controlled organisation (CCO), to lead regional
development activity. Submissions closed on Monday, 2 October.

2

The submissions received will be heard by a Joint Committee, consisting of two Councillors from
each of the four Southland Councils. Cr Dillon and Cr McPherson are representing this Council
on the Committee. The Committee is being chaired by Cr Bolger from Gore.

3

Once the hearings process has been completed, the Joint Committee will prepare a report (and
recommendations) which will go to the four individual Councils for a decision, on whether to
proceed with the formation of a CCO as currently proposed or an alternative option.

4

During September, there was some publicity, including an article in the Southland Express by
Mayor Shadbolt, which suggested that the Gore and Southland District Councils have
predetermined the outcome of the consultation process by giving notice of their exit from
Venture Southland. This is not the case.

5

Throughout the process of developing the Southland Regional Development Strategy over the
last two years and during the more recent discussions, about how regional development activity
might best be managed in the future, this Council has confirmed its commitment to the
principles which have underpinned SoRDS to date. These include the need to have an inclusive
‘whole of region’ approach to regional development activity, rather than having it being very
much focussed on territorial local government as it is at present.

6

The fact that it is proposed that there be a level of change, and the development of a CCO is the
current proposal which is out for consultation, means that there will need to be changes made to
the current Venture Southland Agreement 2014 - 2017. Indeed the formation of a CCO as
currently proposed means that the current agreement will need to be terminated. Clause 4.1 of
the Agreement requires that the parties must give each other 18 months’ notice of any proposed
termination.

7

Water policy and its management continues to be a high profile and topical issue. The broader
public and political interest in the issues relating to the way it is managed was a prominent issue
during the recent national elections.

8

The high level of public interest in the issue is expected to see it remain high on the agenda for
the new Government once it is formed. In coming months, the Stage Two report from the
Havelock North Water Inquiry, which is focussing on how water is managed across the sector,
will be released and the central Government Inquiry work will also be progressed.

Item 7.1

9

Given the significant level of national interest in this area, Local Government New Zealand have
a Water 2050 project underway which is looking at how you might develop a more coherent
policy framework that:
•

recognises the interlinked nature of all water policy.

•

leads to greater integration of policy, in particular reconciling the setting of standards with
the costs to communities of achieving those standards.

•

identifies a suitable institutional framework to govern water policy.

10

While we need to wait for the new Government to be formed before final decisions are made, it
can be expected that this will be an area of change in the next two years, irrespective of what
shape the Government takes. It is likely that these changes will affect both central and local
government.

11

Council staff will continue to keep a watching brief on developments and will continue to
advocate on behalf of Council, to both Local Government New Zealand and Water New
Zealand

12

The Office of the Auditor General (OAG) has recently published a report on Investment and
Asset Management across the broader public sector including local government. A copy of the
report is available on the OAG website (www.oag.govt.nz).

13

Key findings in the report that are of relevance to local government include:
•
that to make good investment decisions, there needs to be effective engagement with the
people receiving the services, about the service levels they expect and the affordability of
those expectations. The issues relating to affordability of overall rating levels and
prioritisation across different activities and the district as a whole, are important issues for
Southland District Council as we work through the current Long Term Plan but, also
broadly at achievement of our overall strategic goals.
•

there is a need for public entities to work co-operatively with other entities, where it is
sensible to do so, to address the challenges and opportunities that can affect investment
and asset management. The relationship that Southland District Council has with
agencies such as New Zealand Transport Agency, Department of Conservation and the
other public funded entities is critical, to being able to deliver the best, overall value for
the district as a whole.

•

there is significant evidence that public entities are not managing their physical assets as
well as they should be, including indications that some physical assets risk being “run
down”, particularly in the health and local government sectors. The OAG has proffered
the view for some time that there is potentially a significant ‘infrastructure deficit’
developing across the local government sector and that there is a need for solutions to be
found to this issue.

•

there is a need for better information about the condition and performance of assets, to
assist with improved asset management and performance assessment and then enable
appropriate decisions to be made about asset maintenance, renewal and replacement to
optimise the delivery of public services. Without good reporting and information about
assets, governors cannot make deliberate and informed decisions, about how to invest in
and manage the assets.

•

there is a need to understand the risks associated with the management of assets and
delivery of services. These include significant events such as the global financial crisis,
natural hazards, extreme weather and changing levels of demand bought about by trends
such as population aging, population decline increasing urbanisation and the risks
presented by historical investment choices.

14

At the Local Government New Zealand conference in Auckland in July a new president and vice
president were elected following the retirement of Laurence Yule.

15

The new president, Dave Cull and chief executive, Malcolm Alexander will be visiting all local
authorities over the next few months. The visit to this Council has been set down for 13
November.

16

The visit provides an opportunity for Council to meet with members of the Local Government
New Zealand Council and Executive, to discuss national and local priorities and issues which are
of interest to the development of Southland and the sector more generally.

17

There have been a number of elected member conflict of interest issues in recent months.
While officers have a role to raise and provide advice on potential conflict of interest issues, it is
important to recognise that the primary responsibility rests with the elected member themselves.

18

Issues relating to the management of matters in which members of a local authority may have a
pecuniary interest are dealt with through the Local Authorities (Members Interests) Act 1968 (the
Act). Section 6(1) of the Act reads:
A member of a local authority or of a committee thereof shall not vote on or take part in the discussion of
any matter before the governing body of that local authority or before that committee in which he has,
directly or indirectly, any pecuniary interest, other than an interest in common with the public.

19

The Act does not define “pecuniary interest”. The Office of the Controller and AuditorGeneral1 (OAG) uses, however, the following definition:
whether, if the matter were dealt with in a particular way, discussing or voting on that matter could
reasonably give rise to an expectation of a gain or loss of money for the member concerned.

20

It is also important to recognise that pecuniary conflicts do not necessarily require a direct
contractual relationship between the elected member and the Council. Even where the benefits
are indirect (eg the decision would benefit the local industry in which the member operates), it is
possible that elected members can have a pecuniary conflict.

21

Elected members also need to be mindful of non-pecuniary benefits including where, for
example, they might be involved with the executive committee of a voluntary organisation that
has a relationship (eg receives grants) with Council.

22

Negotiations have commenced with Southport and Rakiura Adventures Ltd, over the future
ownership and management of the Golden Bay Wharf. These negotiations may take some time
to reach resolution.
Guidance for members of local authorities about the law on conflicts of interest, Office of the
Controller and Auditor-General, October 2010.
1
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23

In parallel with the negotiation process officers are also giving consideration to how they might
advance work to manage the development of a new facility for Golden Bay. Given the need to
advance the replacement of both the Golden Bay and Ulva Island facilities within a similar
timeframe it makes sense to create one project team to lead both pieces of work.

24

September saw Megan Wilson, Librarian/Customer Support Partner recognised as the
Association of Local Government Information Management (ALGIM) conference as Customer
Service Individual of the year. This award is due to the work Megan has completed above and
beyond her role, for our customers in Riverton and the district as a whole.

25

Customer foot traffic across our sites declined in August and September which reflects our rural
communities focusing on a busier time in the season. Call volumes have also reduced in line with
the peak that occurred with dog registrations in July.

26

Work continues on implementation of recommendations from the section 17A, Local
Government Act 2002 review of Library Services. Visits to libraries in Waitaki, Dunedin, South
Canterbury, Wanaka and Central Otago have given the team insight into the advantages and
worked needed to proceed with the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) of our collection.

27

Stewart Island Library has seen over 90% of borrowers using the self-service issuing machine and
we are investigating the potential to offer 24/7 access to the library for borrowers; this is at a
concept stage at present.

28

The major project for Lumsden will be the ongoing up-grade of railway station area and the toilet
up-grade if funding is available. This project began at least six years ago and involved the
landscaping of the area and the moving of the jail as well as painting the railway station and
asphalting the platform. The cycle trail information kiosk added to the tidy up of the area and
new under five play equipment was installed in the playground. The whole area including the old
rail bridge behind the war monument was planned for a historic walk around. I have included the
past as many people will not be aware of the history of this project and to inform that it was pre
alternative camping (freedom camping).

29

No other projects are planned for this year. The recreation ground is getting good use and the
property department and the Engineer have agreed to complete some minor repairs to the
building after an inspection with the CDA Chairman. This is to be completed before midNovember.

30

All Activity Managers are working on updates to their activity plans. The financial elements of
these plans feed into the ten year financial budgets for the Long Term Plan (LTP). Activity
Managers have to consider what issues will significantly affect how their activity will be managed
over the LTP period. The condition of assets and the predicted performance of those assets also
dictates what maintenance and renewals are to be planned for over the period. The key
performance indicators in these plans are also being critically reviewed as part of the Corporate
Performance Framework. The intent is to only have useful meaningful performance measures.

31
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The Transport team has had a particularly busy period of months with a number of major
contracts needing to be developed, tendered and let. These include:
•

Three Alliance Maintenance Contracts

•

Catlins Seal Extension project

•

District Wide Reseals Renewals

•

Professional Services Contract

•

District Wide Pavement Marking contracts

32

It is very unusual for all of these contracts needing to be renewed in such a short timeframe.

33

The summer season began in September. There is an indication of increased activity from Tauck
tours during the upcoming summer season which is positive for the airport surrounding
communities.

34

Work is also progressing with the Civil Aviation Authority Adventure Aviation department as to
where the best and safest options for a Parachute Landing Area (PLA) would be on the airfield.
Now that Part 115 (Adventure Aviation) has been running for the last five years, further
consideration needs to account for additional regulatory planning. Discussions are underway with
a skydive operation at the airfield. This is a long way through the process and looks likely to
happen later in the summer season.

35

As part of the preventative maintenance programme for the runway surface discussions are
underway with a crack and seal maintenance company that carries out nationwide condition
maintenance. This can be carried out in stages to spread the cost and get the best out of the
current runway overlay. Council is currently awaiting a final report and costing from the
contractor and will possibly extend our anticipated current life span of the present overlay.

36

Over the winter period, some of the operational staff attended a joint airfield emergency exercise
in Invercargill, where a simulated aircraft crash occurred with an Air New Zealand Q300 aircraft.
This aircraft is of a similar type to the aircraft operated by Alliance Airlines of Australia.

37

A recent internal audit identified further security signage was required, to bring the fencing and
public protection areas up to the new standard.

38

The carryover of the 2016/17 harvesting in Dipton and Ohai has now been completed, with
9,500 tonnes ($1M income) achieved. The main 2017/18 harvest program of 44,000 tonnes will
commence in December/January.

39

The planting program has been completed with 75 Ha completed in Dipton and Ohai.
Aerial post-plant spraying of these areas is being planned. Other operations underway include
pruning in Gowan Hills and carbon measurement across the Post89 registered areas.

40

Edendale Hall is still on the market for disposal by way of a fixed price, given that only one
tender was received, which was significantly lower than the market analysis. There is still only
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limited interest. No action has been taken as yet on the disposal of the Hokonui Hall.
Menzies Ferry is in a similar situation however, work has been completed to survey out the local
war memorial to be retained by Council, and the two new titles are being arranged prior to
starting the local community consultation about closing the hall.
41

It is expected that the operating costs for those toilets situated on the main tourist routes will
increase in line with the increase in tourist numbers.

42

A project is currently underway to erect new signage at those facilities where the water supplies
are non-potable. This is simply to reduce any risk to both the users and Council.

43

Ongoing with Council’s waste water project and Department of Conservation’s carpark
completed. The South Catlins Trust has the new camping amenities building operational as well
as commencing construction on the new heritage building. An ancillary project has resulted from
all this development and the three parties in conjunction with other interest groups, are involved
in a planting programme on the reserve to increase the habitat for the Yellow Eyed Penguins.

44

Following on from the May meeting, work was completed to identify a list of criteria that any
potentially available alternative land disposal sites, could be evaluated against. The criteria take
into consideration factors such as ground conditions, soil type and suitability for irrigation as well
as separation distances from water courses and other sensitive receptors.

45

The criteria were publicly advertised for those who wish to offer any land they believe meets
these criteria and are willing to sell to Council. The expressions of interest received are currently
being evaluated.

46

Work has also been progressed with development of the business case for the Kepler proposal
for which Council already has consent. Council also approved the key criteria within which the
business case is being developed at its 16 should be developed at its 27 September meeting.

47

A draft of key parts of the business case will be presented to the Te Anau Wastewater Project
Committee at a meeting on 17 October for comment. A revised draft will then be presented to
Council in November with the target of a final version being presented in December.

48

Under the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS-FM) water quality and
quantity are to be maintained and improved, with any over allocation to be phased out over time.
Environment Southland is required to set environmental limits by 2025, with all ‘communities’
required to meet those limits in due course. They are progressing this work via their proposed
Water and Land Plan.

49

To assist with addressing the impacts of these changes on local authority infrastructure,
Environment Southland have formed a Three Waters Officer Working Group. The objectives of
the Group are to work through the implications of the new freshwater standards, develop an
agreed approach to the re-consenting of local authority infrastructure and ensure that the
organisational objectives are aligned.

50

In early September the three Southland territorial local authorities presented joint submissions to
Environment Southland on the notified Southland Water and Land plan. A key of focus was on
advocating for changes, which ensure that the valuable role that 3 waters infrastructure plays, in
the broader well-being of urban communities is recognised in an appropriate way. The notified
plan proposed, for example, that all wastewater and stormwater discharges would be a noncomplying activity. This creates a significant level of risk and additional cost to territorial local
authorities, when seeking resource consents for such discharges.

51

It is expected that the decisions will be released in April/May 2018. Officers will continue to
monitor the outcomes from this process.

52

Council recently received an update from the Ministry of Health around the status of the Health
(Fluoridation) Amendment Bill which may receive a second reading before parliament later this
year. This Bill will transfer the right for decisions on community fluoridation from Councils to
the District Health Boards.

53

A fund of $30 million over ten years, will be established to fund any communities directed to
Fluoridate. Although there is no indication that any request or direction will be made, Council
staff are looking into what upgrades might mean for our community water supplies.

54

A number of Council staff attended the Water New Zealand annual conference in Hamilton in
September. As expected issues around water safety formed a large part of the conference agenda.

55

A workshop held prior to the conference, featured international guest speakers with direct
experience in management and investigation of waterborne illness outbreaks. Key messages
delivered were that multi barrier treatment processes are vital to reduce the risk of contamination
as much as protection of the source water. A significant number of the speakers also indicated
that chlorination of drinking water was a safe and effective tool in the provision of safe drinking
water and there was some discussion around how this may become a requirement of the
Havelock North Inquiry.

56

This project is tracking on schedule with good progress being made. Earthworks and drainage
are now complete on Slope Point Road, and The Roading Company have now started these
works on Otara Haldane Road, with around 30% of this section completed to date.

57

While earthworks are underway on this latest section, Slope Point Road is now undergoing
pavement construction, in preparation for sealing that is planned later this year.

58

There was one health and safety issue report resulting in lost time injury. This occurred when a
worker slipped and injured their leg while climbing out of a truck.

59

The finalised Audit was received from NZTA at the end of September. No areas were identified
as unsatisfactory or needing significant improvement. Two areas have been highlighted for some
improvement. These are around consistency of late tender’s policy in tender proposals. The
second area revolved around procurement of in-house professional services and Council’s need
to document the formal management structure for in-house operation.
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60

Services and Assets have accepted a tender from Network Electrical Servicing and have been
awarded the contract for the physical installation of district LED lights subject to formal New
Zealand Transport Agency funding approval. All replacement work is expected to be completed
by 30 June 2018.

61

The new Southland District Story was successfully launched on Monday, 2 October to the public.
All the Council offices and libraries have new signage, and there are new ‘Welcome to Southland
District’ signs at district boundaries.

62

There was good coverage of the launch in all the local newspapers and good feedback on
Council’s Facebook page. The formal launch represents the beginning of the story though, as
work continues on standardisation of signage, working with our contractors to tell the story and
constantly looking at new ways to partner with our communities in leading the way.

63

Work on the 2018-2028 LTP is coming together with a lot of work progressed around draft
Activity Management Plans (AMPs), budgets and policies which will underpin the LTP
document.

64

During September Council held two workshops to discuss a number of aspects of the LTP
including:
•
draft AMPs for several activities including Roading and Footpaths, Resource Management,
Environmental Health, Animal Control, Building Control, Customer Support, Library
Services and Information Management. The workshop provided an opportunity for
officers to update elected members, on what they were anticipating would be required over
the ten years in their activity areas and also, brief them on the key issues and significant
costs for the activity. The feedback from these workshops will be used by officers to
finalise the AMPs in October (following local Community Board/ Community
Development Area Subcommittee budget meetings and Council’s district budget meeting).
The final draft of the AMPs are expected to be presented to Council for confirmation in
November prior to being audited later that month.
•

the approach being taken for the local community budgets with meetings of Community
Boards, CDA subcommittees and Water Supply subcommittees scheduled throughout
October 2017. The Council discussed some of the key issues impacting on local budgets
and rates, in particular the impact of the Land and Water plan for Stormwater as well as the
assumptions around inflation and interest rates to be used in the budget preparation
process. The Council also discussed a number of local community rating-related issues
which impact the way rates are set in the LTP (including rating boundaries, rating
mechanisms and the Council’s definition of Separately Used or Inhabited Parts (SUIPs)).
The information is being used to help prepare reports for local Community Boards and
CDA subcommittees and feed into the review of the Revenue and Financing Policy and the
Funding Impact Statement (Rates) for the 2018-28 Long Term Plan.

•

draft report reviewing Council’s open spaces (parks, reserves, playgrounds, picnic/rest
areas, playgrounds, playing fields etc) across the District. The review identified a gap

between the Vision and Objectives set by the Council’s Open Space Strategy and the
current state of these spaces. At the workshop the Council discussed whether there was a
need to take a more strategic approach to managing open spaces but has not decided on
the way in which this will be done. Officers are currently working through the report and
assessing what will be done and when. Depending on priorities, some of this work may
form part of the LTP Consultation Document along with the overall concept of Council
needing to make a significant investment in its open spaces.
•

the approach being taken for the review of the Development and Financial Contributions
Policy (which sets out how and when Council proposes to charge/use Development and
Financial contributions, what they fund and why). At the workshop officers updated
elected members on the key issues to be considered in reviewing the policy ahead of the
LTP. Specific areas for review included how to respond to the legislative changes in the
RMA which will mean that Council is no longer able to impose Financial Contributions as
well as whether the Development Contributions section of the policy should remain in
remission. A draft of the Policy is being prepared for consideration at the Council’s
October meeting.

65

At its meetings in the coming months, Council will be asked to consider the options and make
decisions regarding the above aspects of the plan. This will include a further meeting in October,
to outline the Council’s draft District budgets and update members on the Revenue and
Financing Policy (which sets out the sources and levels of funding for Council’s activities).

66

In addition, during September, a number of LTP-related policies were also adopted by Council
following review and consultation. This included the Remission and Postponement of Rates
Policy, Investment and Liability Management Policy.

67

The revised Fraud, Remission and Postponement of Rates, and Investment and Liability
Management Policies were all adopted by Council on the 27th of September.

68

The proposed amendment to the Dog Control Policy and Dog Control Bylaw for the Arboretum
in Otautau was withdrawn by Council at the same meeting in September, due to feedback
received from the lessee of the Arboretum.

69

The proposed amendment to the Freedom Camping Bylaw for Lumsden has been out for
consultation and the hearings have been held. Council will deliberate on the proposal at its
meeting on the 18th of October.

70

The Community and Policy Committee considered a report on the Community Governance
Project. During the meeting it was noted that this project began in January 2015, with research
and a workshop held with the Council in mid-2015.

71

The Elected Representative Working Group met recently and received an update on the project
plan. It discussed 12 guiding principles on which the Representation Review will be based.
These are in addition to the requirements in the Local Electoral Act 2001. The report noted that
Council has an appetite for change and there is a need for a structure that is efficient, effective
and future focused.
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72

The Council is beginning a period of pre-consultation. An article has appeared in ‘First Edition’.
This has an email address via which anyone can write in and seek information, ask questions or
express their views. The email address is representationreview@southlanddc.govt.nz. The
representation review will be the focus of the community conversations taking place throughout
the district in November. The pre-consultation will feed into a report to Council in April with
an initial proposal that will go out for consultation.

73

As part of the Representation Review process the Council has reviewed the electoral system and
decided to retain the First Past the Post electoral system to be used for the 2019 elections. It will
make a decision on Maori representation on 18 October 2017.

74

In order to ensure that information from all the Council’s governance entities is captured in a
timely manner, for the production of the consultation document for the 2018/2028 Long Term
Plan all entities were required to meet in October.

75

This meant coming up with a solution that would allow all 36 governance entities to meet in
October to consider their budgets for the ten years. This has required a number of groups
having parts of their meetings at the same time while still making their own decisions. This was
an extraordinary situation that required a particular set of arrangements. It does, however,
highlight the challenges associated with Council having such a large number of governance
bodies.

76

Council’s Community Partnership Leaders are about to commence work with phase two of the
Community Leadership Plan process.

77

Phase two will see engagement with key stakeholders being undertaken through a series of
workshops held in Invercargill, Gore, Te Anau, Wallacetown and Otautau. These workshops
will build on phase one of the community leadership planning and draw out common themes and
ideas from key stakeholders. The dates for these workshops are as follows;
•

Invercargill - Monday, 6 November 2017, 12 - 2pm at the Invercargill Workingmen’s Club

•

Gore - Friday 10 November 2017, 12 - 2pm at the James Cumming Wing

•

Te Anau - Monday 13 November 2017, 12 - 2pm at the Te Anau Club

•

Wallacetown - Friday, 17 November 2017, 12 – 2pm at the Wallacetown Community
Centre

•

Otautau – Thursday, 23 November 2017, 12 – 2pm at the Otautau Combined Sports
Complex.

78

Stakeholders will include representatives (regional and local) from a variety of sectors such as
health, education, recreation, social service, faith based, service groups, emergency services and
central government agencies.

79

The phase two workshops will follow a similar direction to the elected members’ workshops with
participants being advised of the process we are undertaking and being asked the same series of

questions in order to gauge what our stakeholders see as the issues and opportunities for the
District as a whole.
80

Phase three will commence by March 2018 and will see us talking to the wider community about
common themes identified during phases one and two. Phase three involves facilitating an
opportunity for community leadership and action with partnering from Council and other key
stakeholders in a “fete” style engagement.

81

In August 2017, the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment approached Council, to
lead a programme of development and consultation around opportunities and planning for the
future of Stewart Island. The catalyst behind this was the recent Bonamia Ostreae parasite that
has devastated oyster production on Stewart Island.

82

Cabinet approved funding to deliver this project that will cover the cost of a consultant to
develop a community leadership plan that identifies priority project development, and investment
planning for future opportunities that might be identified.

83

The purpose of the project is to determine the short, medium and long term community vision
and for the future sustainability and growth of Stewart Island Rakiura. The project will include
engagement on the Island through a community working party, workshops, focus groups, and
surveys.

84

The engagement will seek, at a minimum, key stakeholder and community views on planning and
visions for the economic, social and environmental development of the Island. It will also
identify the infrastructure needed to support the achievement of the overall goals. The
Community Plan for Stewart Island, will have alignment to the District’s Community Leadership
Plans currently underway.

85

Council has engaged independent consultant Sandra James to undertake this work. Sandra James
has recently completed the Stewart Island Wharfing Provision Community Engagement research
for Council, and has developed a trusted and respectful relationship with members of the Stewart
Island community. A draft Community Planning report will be completed by November 2017.

86

As part of the Southland District Council’s Letter of Expectation with Venture Southland, a
number of Community Development Priority Projects have been identified for 2017/18.
The projects identified include:
•

Southland District Local Community Sustainability Strategic Approach; the project will be
completed by February 2018.

•

Newcomers Project – this project, in consultation with Venture Southland, has been
modified to now reflect a Welcome Ambassador Pilot, and will have peripheral connection
with the Welcoming Communities Pilot being initiated throughout Southland Region.
The Pilot will be trialled in Te Anau, where community workers have expressed interest
and the geographical isolation and demographic of high tourism and seasonal workers,
alongside a growing domestic and international population base makes the area suitable to
investigate further. A Welcome Ambassador project has been successfully undertaken in
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North Canterbury and this project will utilise some of the resourcing and learnings from
that Pilot. Permission has been received from the Pegasus Town community to trial a
similar project here in Southland. This project will be completed by June 2018.
•

Community Organisation and Volunteer Sector Projects – there are two projects following
on from the initial project undertaken in 2016/17 that will build on this work. There will
be two pilot projects, one based on geographical area and the other around
areas/communities, both of which will look at the potential for shared services
opportunities in the volunteer and Non-Government Organisation (NGO) sector.
Both pilots will be completed by June 2018.

•

Community Facilities Project – this has been completed and was reported on to the
Community and Policy Committee 27 September meeting. The next steps are to use this
data to help inform communities and incorporate the findings into the asset review work
that is being undertaken by Council’s property department.

•

Community Leadership Plans – an update report was submitted to the Community &
Policy Committee 27 September to update on this project. Phase 2 and 3 of this project
will be undertaken throughout late 2017 and early-mid 2018, involving key stakeholders
and overall community. The district leadership plans will align with the Stewart Island
community leadership plan being fast-tracked with assistance from MBIE funding.

87

The purpose of this project is to define, develop and deliver on the concept of a district wide
approach to community development, and to review at a strategic level, the prioritisation of
projects and local and district community organisation support.

88

The project will ultimately confirm a framework for future community development delivery
across Southland District, and provide a more holistic approach to local and district wide
community development activity.

89

This project will involve a series of workshops between community development staff and the
community partnership leader(s), and will be completed by early 2018.

90

The purpose of this project is to develop and deliver a pilot in Te Anau that has a focus of
intentional welcoming. The intent behind this project is to have Welcome Ambassadors which
are community volunteers who intentionally connect people in their communities, and who may
also encourage and enable opportunities for people to feel included and able to connect.
The pilot will be developed and run over the course of the next financial year, and will be close to
completion by June 2018.

91

Welcome Ambassadors have the commitment of intentional welcoming. In rural, geographically
isolated communities there can be hidden isolation, often without a conscious choice to be so.
The notion of moving to an idyllic rural location can be more difficult and challenging in reality
than people in our communities may realise. Being a welcoming community can significantly
enhance the experience of residents, ratepayers, and visitors to the area.

92

As a District and Region hoping to attract over 10,000 new people to the Region, it is imperative
that we have communities ready and willing to receive and welcome new people into their
existing lives.

93

The Welcome Ambassador pilot also recognises that many individuals and organisations are
already welcoming, and have skills and behaviours relevant to being welcoming that are utilised
on a daily basis.

94

The purpose of this pilot is to enable and facilitate a project that gives these community members
the permission to be intentional in the way they welcome people to their communities.
Their role will be to raise awareness of activities and groups already active in the community, and
to establish new and creative ways for people to connect into the community.

95

The pilot will involve a small number of public meetings to gauge interest and support in this
project, and the establishment of a steering group to move the pilot forward.

96

In November 2016 an assessment of facilities in the Southland District was undertaken to
identify those that are available for community use or hire. This assessment sought to inform
Council and communities in the Southland District in their planning around community facilities
now and into the future.

97

Community use facilities were defined as any facilities that were available for use by members of
the community, either free of charge or by hire, on a booking basis. That included government,
faith-based and not-for-profit run facilities as well as commercial facilities. The project sought to
understand the change that have happened in community facility use, what’s happening now and
what this means for the future.

98

The aim of the Southland District Community Facilities Assessment was to conduct a
comprehensive investigation of all community facilities within the Southland District, including
an assessment of current use, future sustainability, and consideration of fit-for-purpose.

99

Information was gathered over two rounds of consultation, using electronic surveys on Survey
Monkey with responses from 183 facility managers and 100 facility users. Interviews with 30
community facility managers and 30 facility users were also conducted.

100 Some Key Findings of Assessment:
•

330 facilities are available for community use or hire across the Southland District
(excluding Stewart Island) - including halls, sports centres, schools, churches and
commercial facilities. Only three planned facilities were identified, and as these facilities
have community use or hire as a secondary use, this does not represent a significant
increase to community use capacity District-wide.

•

nearly 70% of facilities available for community use or hire in the District are independent
from Council (e.g. not-for-profit or commercial).

•

facilities which have community use as secondary to their core business (eg, pubs, churches
etc.) are in the majority and these include some of the most well used facilities in the
District. It is likely that these facilities have come to play a larger role in community facility
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provision as changes in user needs over time favour greater amenity and flexibility, and
facilities whose whole purpose is community use (e.g. community halls) have adapted or
closed.
•

the largest number of facilities are used by the community between 0-5 hours per week.

•

the most used (in hours of weekly use) facilities tend to have multiple users and provide
multi-purpose space; be located in areas of higher population density or central to a wider
population catchment; have high fit-for-purpose; and good relationships with facility
managers.

•

only 40% of the facilities surveyed were wheelchair accessible and it is significant that this
was identified as a stronger priority by users than facility managers.

•

one certainty is that what Southland District residents need from community facilities will
continue to evolve. Ongoing efforts to understand these needs is critical to inform future
facility provision, and this assessment will contribute to this knowledge.

101 The data that has been gathered for this report will provide information for discussions with
communities. It will also link into the strategic planning work that the Council’s Property Team
will be doing.

102 The open space network managed by the Council is characterised by predominately small
domains reserves primarily established to meet the needs of local communities. Council
administers about 1250 hectares of reserves, including 34 sports fields and 36 playgrounds. The
aim of the Open Space Priority Settings project undertaken by Xyst consultants was to provide a
strategic approach to the management of the open spaces managed by the Council with the focus
on ensuring the needs and expectations of residents and visitors are met.
103 The Council’s Property Department is looking at what it needs to do to implement the Open
Space Strategy which Council approved in 2014. The Southland Open Spaces Priority Setting
report will be used to inform that work. Its key findings were:
•

while there have been some notable exceptions, facility development within the open
spaces managed by the Council has been modest over the last 30 years despite a sustained
period of extraordinary tourism growth.

•

funding does not appear to have been sufficiently prioritised into the districts open space
compared with other similar districts. It is also evident that there is a clear lack of
professional design input into the majority of developments and some facility improvement
has the appearance of being ad hoc and incremental.

104 The key challenges facing the Council in the management and development of its open space are:
•

providing appropriate community facilities that are fit for purpose and are relevant for the
needs of local communities for the future.

•

determining the best approach to freedom camping for Southland. Freedom camping is
likely to continue to be a popular way to experience Southland. There is potential to

develop many of the Council’s reserves as freedom camping sites however this would come
at considerable on-going cost to ratepayers with uncertain economic benefits.
•

funding the development, maintenance and renewal of infrastructure to meet the needs of
local communities and visitors

•

a freedom camping strategy is needed otherwise the Council is at risk of developing
facilities for freedom camping that cannot be sustained or adequately funded. An
appropriate strategy would investigate the economic contribution of freedom camping to
townships, costs and benefits and potential funding models including options such as a low
cost camping pass.

•

considerable investment in the design and improvement of facilities is required to make
Southland’s public spaces attractive.

105 The Council will now need to consider how it will use the information provided in the Southland
Open Spaces Priority Setting Report, to meet the Vision and Objectives of its Open Spaces
Strategy 2014. Any decision to improve the level of service will require investment which will
need to be signalled in the Long Term Plan.
106 Venture Southland has met with Northern Southland Charitable Trust to provide funding
application support. Also discussing updating their community brochure with information on
events, funders, their trust and trustees etc. The previous update was in 2016 and their events
have changed a lot since then.
107 Lumsden Medical Trust are seeking funding to replace a defibrillator. Venture Southland are
liaising with them about where they may apply for funding support for this.
108 A Spring Catch up for women in dairying was planned for Tuesday 26th September at Route 6
Café and Bar. This was an event for women to meet up and celebrate migrant women in
dairying. Anna Guien Dakila arrived with her family from the Philippines in 2008 and will be
sharing her story about migrating to Southland and progressing within the industry. Her family
run a successful share milking operation.
109 The community Development team have been assisting Council to develop a database of
volunteer and not-for-profit groups – for SDC to use to provide relevant information to the
community on e.g. consultations and events.
110 The community development team have just submitted the final report for the Southland District
Community Facilities Assessment to Council. Venture Southland conducted this assessment on
behalf of Council to learn more about community facilities, community needs, and assist with
future facility planning.
111 Over 340 facility managers and users completed an online survey or spoke with the team about
the facilities they manage or use. This was an incredible response, and the Community
Development team are very appreciative of all of the time community facility managers and users
took to have input and for their insights.
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112 The report was tabled at the Community and Policy Committee on the 27 September – for more
information on how to obtain a copy of the report, you can contact your Community Partnership
Leader.
113
114 The South Catlins Charitable Trust is pleased to advise that the build of the natural heritage
centre, to be named Tumu Toka Curioscape, is progressing to schedule. The building is now
closed in and heavy machinery works have been completed.
115 The Trust have been working with branding agency Swordfox to give the centre a strong visual
identity and are close to having a final logo developed. The centre name of ‘Tumu Toka
Curioscape’ uses the Maori name for Curio Bay ‘Tumu Toka’ with the word ‘Curioscape’ - a play
on the Curio Bay name, the idea of visitors being ‘curious ‘ to learn more, and the importance of
the natural land ‘scape’. In the next few weeks Swordfox will also start to develop a new website
to promote the centre to visitors.
116 The Gibson Group who are developing the interpretation are currently finalising content and
working on the finer details of the exhibition. They have just completed 8 days of filming in
order to create the film experience that will be part of the centre and the mobile app that will
support visitors exploring the outdoors. In November a team from the Gibson Group will be in
Curio Bay for 3 weeks to install the exhibition so it’s ready in time for the planned opening in
December 2017.

117 Two resource consents have been sought for the old sawmill site on Flora Road. The first is to
establish a PGG Wrightson Store which is currently on hold at the applicant’s request and the
second is for an RD 1 fuel station which is on hold awaiting additional information.

118 The final appeal on the Proposed District Plan 2012 has been withdrawn. This appeal was
withdrawn approximately five weeks after mediation was held on the remaining appeals.
The next steps involve seeking Environment Court approval of consent orders, for the
resolutions reached during mediation. If this is forthcoming, a report will seek that the Proposed
District Plan be made operative which is likely to occur in late January 2018.
119 A work stream has been established that looks at the likely effects climate change will have on the
district’s communities and the organisation’s infrastructure. This has been established not only to
look at sea level rise but, also the wider effects across the district. A number of meetings have
been set up with other organisations, to see if there are any opportunities to collaborate and work
together on developing strategies.
120 A recommendation to grant the Edendale State Highway 1 realignment has been made by an
Independent Hearings Commissioner. This recommendation has been accepted by New Zealand
Transport Agency and the appeal period has closed with no appeals. It is anticipated that works
on the realignment will commence in the next 12 months.

121 On 18 October, the latest Resource Management Act 1991 amendments will come into effect.
The changes introduce a number of new regulations including, 10 day consent processing for
some applications, waivers for minor or temporary breaches in rules and a process to get quick
authority to breach side yard setbacks. A number of new forms and procedures have been
established to manage the implantation of these changes.

122 The team is doing some work around dog attack information. Currently all reported dog bites
are recorded as “attacks”. The team proposes to break down this information into a more useful
format, e.g. differentiating bites from attacks, identifying whether the victim was a person, dog,
etc. This work will also tie into the new Levels of Service outcome measure, where it is proposed
to have a Level of Service of the number of dog attacks on people in a public place – moderate
and serious.

123 Council has completed a survey of Winton residents concerning air quality, at the request of the
Community Board. 211 responses were received, giving a margin of error of +/- 6%.
The survey showed that 73% of the population support action to reduce smoke pollution.
The following are the most important issues arising from this survey:
•

the burning of only dry wood (burner permitting) would have a significant effect on smoke
pollution in the town.

•

upgrading insulation, or installing new insulation, has the potential to make many homes
significantly warmer (and more energy efficient = less smoke).

•

there are hot spots that require attention.

124 A further report on this issue was presented to the Board on 9 October 2017.
125 Staff attended a meeting at the Tokanui Tavern concerning freedom camping. There were
various agencies there including Department of Conservation, Clutha District Council, and
Venture Southland. One outcome of the meeting was a discussion about the merits of a new
shared freedom camping patrol service; similar to the one in Te Anau. Clutha District Council,
Department of Conservation and Southland District Council representatives at the meeting, all
agreed that this should be explored further, and a meeting will be held between the three officers
in early October.
126 The Building Department is enjoying an unexpected high level of activity so far in 2017.
The value of consented building work for the year to date remains higher than expected and is
reflective of the levels seen prior to 2014. The Department continues to reduce the number of
outstanding building consents. The distribution of building work throughout the district has
established a pattern with Winton, Riverton and Te Anau being the areas of high activity.
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Council continues to receive a high number of building consent applications, but with the better
use of dashboards, staff are better able to manage peaks and flows.

127 As required by the 2016 regulations, Building Control staff have drafted new policies to deal with
dangerous and insanitary buildings. Council had a joint Earthquake-prone Buildings, Dangerous
and Insanitary Building Policy. These need to be separated out now, as there is a national
Earthquake-prone Buildings Policy. The new policies have been aligned with the approach taken
by Invercargill City Council and Gore District Council. This approach is in line with our shared
services policy- where possible Councils will align our procedures across all four councils.
The implementation of the Earthquake-Prone Building Regulations is a substantial portion of
Council’s Territorial Authority functions for the 2017-2022 years along with the obligations
under the Building (Pools) Amendment Act 2016. The recent events in Italy and Mexico
highlight how important this work is for the safety of our communities.
128 Health and Safety continues to be a focus with work progressing well on the 2016/17 plan.
There are five key focus areas including completing the implementation of the Health and Safety
Framework, critical risk, health and safety participation, incident management and measuring and
monitoring.
129 Work continues on managing the identified critical risks. The new risk and management
procedure outlines how Council will identify and manage its critical risks, including the
development of control plans and assessment against the effectiveness of these controls.
130 One of the critical risks is driving. As part of this review a new Motor Vehicle Policy has been
adopted for Council staff. The policy has a strong focus on ensuring that health and safety is a
predominant factor, including specification of minimum safety requirements for vehicles and
postponing or delaying travel in adverse conditions. The aim is to encourage people to be bold
and to actively think about their own and others safety and wellbeing, so that we deliver safe and
effective services to our community and that everyone gets home safe and well.
131 Two new Leaders within the Customer Support Team started at Council in October;
Paula Woods and Jodi Findlay. Both Paula and Jodi have extensive leadership and customer
service experience.

132 Our Group Manager of Services and Assets, Ian Marshall has signalled that he will be retiring at
the end of 2018. To ensure a smooth transition process a succession plan has been developed
that will see us begin a recruitment process for the Group Manager Services and Assets role in
mid-October. Mr Marshall will remain in the position until a replacement is here to takeover,
which is likely to be early in 2018. He will then move into a role managing specific strategic
projects under the Chief Executive’s direction. This approach will ensure that there is a smooth
handover process and give time for the Group Manager to ‘get their feet under the table’.

133 Income for the Lumsden CDA is slightly ahead of budget year to date due to higher than
anticipated interments at the cemetery and increased usage of the Lumsden hall.
134 Expenditure is approximately $7,000 over budget year to date. However, a large portion of this is
due to an increased process due which is largely due to an internal processing error in Council’s
purchase order system which saw the full year mowing costs for the beautification business unit
being incurred in one month instead of being split incrementally over the year. This will be
rectified by finance staff and the correction will be detailed in the Subcommittee’s next financial
report. Interment expenditure is also over budget year to date but, as above, is offset by the
higher than anticipated income for this business unit.
135 The capital expenditure budget of $26,291 was to allow for the purchase of a new township
mower however, the Community Engineer advises this has now has been postponed as the
current state of the mower does not warrant a replacement at this time.
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Lumsden - Local Business Units as at 30 September 2017
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Income
$39,992
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$0
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BU Code
24300
24301
24302
24307
24310
24313
24325
24328
24332
24346
24349
24350
24389

Business Unit
Administration - Lumsden
Library - Lumsden
Operating Costs - Lumsden
Street Works - Lumsden
Refuse Collection - Lumsden
Stormwater Drainage - Lumsden
Cemetery - Lumsden
Beautification - Lumsden
Recreation Reserve - Lumsden
Playground - Lumsden
Camping Ground - Lumsden
Hall - Lumsden
Information - Centre
Total
$6,116
-$153
$2,662
$5,510
$2,985
$4,586
$11,891
$362
$551
$300
$4,596
$586
$39,992

Actual YTD
$6,110
-$484
$2,657
$5,500
$2,980
$2,701
$11,875
$385
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$300
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Budget YTD
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Budget Full
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Expenses YTD Budget YTD
Year
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$4,650
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$20,047
-$1,936
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$5,934
$11,198
$658
$2,630
$22,000
$3,709
$5,500
$22,000
$14,620
$1,841
$3,071
$11,920
$10,803
$7,114
$2,701
$10,803
$47,500
$18,547
$12,013
$48,051
$1,541
$1,760
$900
$1,541
$2,200
$368
$859
$3,437
$1,200
$15,127
$7,139
$8,705
$16,516
$2,400
$2,063
$1,738
$3,780
$155,458
$50,579
$43,580
$146,659
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Strategic Framework 2018 - 2028 Long Term Plan
R/17/9/23145
Nicole Taylor, Project Co-ordinator Corporate Planning
Rex Capil, Group Manager Community and Futures
☐ Recommendation

☒ Information

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to update Community Boards, Community Development Area
Subcommittees and other local Council committees on the revised Strategic Framework that
has been developed by Council for the Long Term Plan 2018-2028.

2.

The report presents the framework for information and highlights the key changes to the
Council’s intended areas of focus in response to the key strategic challenges facing
Southland District over the next twenty years.

3.

The report also aims to remind members of the wider strategy work that is expected to be
undertaken as part of and following the development of the 2018-2028 LTP programme to
develop a proactive response to the fundamental shifts occurring in our communities and
operating environment. (eg Community Futures 2040 Project / Community Leadership
Planning).

Background
4.

The Mayor and Councillors have undertaken a review of the Council’s strategic planning
framework following a Strategy Workshop in February 2017.

5.

The Strategic Framework (Appendix A) is the basis on which the Long Term Plan (LTP)
2018-2028 is developed.

6.

The framework outlines where the Council wants to be (Vision), what the end result looks like
(Community Outcomes), how the Council will work (Mission) and what the Council needs to
do to get there (Strategic Priorities).

7.

The four aspects combine to explain what the Council will focus on and what it will deliver
over the coming three years and beyond.
Vision: Southland: one community offering endless opportunities
Community Outcomes:
Proud, connected communities that have an attractive and affordable lifestyle
This means Southland District is a place where people have everything they need to live, work,
play and visit; where they are connected to each other, the environment and the world outside
Southland; and where they can enjoy a safe and fulfilling life in our unique natural environment.

-

Resilient communities that leave a legacy for tomorrow
This means Southland District is made up of strong communities that take a sustainable
approach by considering the impact on the environment and the social, cultural and economic
wellbeing of our communities now and in the future.

Mission: Working together for a better Southland
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Our Approach:
We will work in partnership with our communities
We will constantly look for better ways
We will work as one team
Strategic Priorities:
We need to provide strong community leadership and work with our communities on how to
adapt so that the infrastructure, local services and regulatory functions we provide are
appropriate and support the achievement of our shared vision.
Our Focus
i.
Improve how we work
ii.
Provide appropriate infrastructure/services
iii.
Make informed decisions
iv.
More people
8.

The key changes to the framework include:





9.

revised vision
reduction in number of community outcomes from three to two and change to wording
addition of approach statements under the mission statement
addition of strategic priorities with an overall statement supported by four key areas of
focus.

While the Council has endorsed the Strategic Framework as the foundation for the Long
Term Plan 2018-2028, it is still draft pending public feedback on the Community Outcomes
through the draft Long Term Plan public consultation process. These will be confirmed when
the Council adopts its final Long Term Plan in mid-2018.

Discussion
10.

In considering what outcomes are wanted in the future (and therefore where Council and
communities want to focus) it is useful to look at where the District is at today and some of
the challenges that it faces for the future.

11.

There are some significant shifts happening in Southland communities that will impact on
who lives in Southland, where they live, how they live and what services and infrastructure
they will need from Council.

12.

Current demographic modelling indicates that the future Southland community is likely to:
 be older (ageing population)
 have fewer people (static or declining population forecasts with small pockets of growth)
 live in, or, close to, larger urban centres (over smaller rural villages) for easier access to
services/healthcare
 have a higher proportion of people on fixed incomes

13.

Changes in technology and the move towards automation/robotics/artificial intelligence also
raises uncertainty around employment options in the long-term.

14.

This raises the questions about whether Southland’s communities will still need or be able to
afford the same infrastructure and services that they receive now from Council, particularly
as these communities come under more pressure with increased compliance and regulation
requirements, increased asset replacement/renewals costs due to ageing infrastructure,
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changing employment and economic conditions and the impacts of climate change and
natural hazards.
15.

As such, the key strategic challenges facing Southland are around:








Working with communities to plan for and be realistic about what the future might hold
Working with communities to create great places
Ensuring that infrastructure that is needed to support economic and social activity within
its communities is appropriate and affordable
Doing more with less both as a Council and a community which requires a focus not only
on the efficiency of internal service delivery but it also requires Council to work
collaboratively with other agencies and the community. By pooling resources across
agencies and with the community we should be able to deliver more.
Being innovative and find new ways of delivering its services which reflect the changing
needs of its communities and are both effective and efficient
Attracting and retaining people in communities with a number of the district’s
communities facing static or declining population.

16.

Given this context, Council needed to develop a Strategic Framework for the 2018 LTP that
defines the end-goal, recognises the strategic challenges and setting a path for Council’s
response. Essentially, the framework becomes the mechanism for getting alignment and
channelling resources towards the end-goal.

17.

As such Council’s review of the Strategic Framework focussed on ensuring that it reflects
what the current Council is wanting to achieve and clearly define what the priorities are and
the expectations in terms of how the Council intends to proceed.

18.

Because the framework provides a basis for all of Council’s activities, it is used to guide
elected members and officers about the Council’s priorities providing direction for plans,
policies and decision-making about services and activities and ensure that what happens
day-to-day takes the Council towards its end-goal rather than in an opposing direction.
Vision and Mission

19.

The vision statement “one community offering endless opportunities” has been developed
from the Council’s strategy workshop discussions. At the workshop Council emphasised the
importance of developing a cohesive district wide approach to the way in which it sets policy,
makes key decisions and manages the prioritisation and delivery of its services. It also
reflects the importance of working together (across the whole district/region, with
communities and with organisations who have shared issues/interests). This was seen as
critical for the future and one of the best ways to face the challenges that Southland was
facing given district, national and global trends.

20.

The current vision “to have thriving, healthy Southland communities” was seen as limiting
and not reflective of the need to be upfront with communities about the fact that many
communities are decreasing in size. Councillors acknowledged that there was a need to
have the courageous conversations about infrastructure and affordability into the future. The
feeling was that Council needed to ‘walk together’ with its communities and help them
understand the likely future issues and provide a District wide context to the decisions being
made. This will support our communities to make informed choices about the future, versus
Council being perceived to be making decisions in isolation to individual communities. As
such, the current vision was not seen as relevant or achievable given the developing
challenges.

21.

Words like partnership and working together and looking for different opportunities came
through strongly at the workshop. Council agreed that although Southland is made up of
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many communities, it was important to be one community with one voice working together,
particularly when advocating at the regional and national level. Council acknowledged that
the district wide, one community approach is a principle which will take time to develop and
deliver. It also agreed that it wasn’t there yet and this is why it is a vision.
22.

So why endless opportunities? Council talked about the many options that exist right now for
doing things differently and being innovative, but also that those opportunities will only
increase if we are working together as one community with one voice. Council also noted
that it was important to communicate why people will want to come to Southland District
because of the opportunities for them around lifestyle, business, community and regional
strength. The opportunities wording gives a lot of leeway to link in with other initiatives such
as SoRDS, tourism growth, and other developments.
Our Approach

23.

Much of what was discussed at the strategy workshop related to “how” Council does things
as much as “what” Council does in terms of activities/services/actions. Council agreed that
there was a need to be clearer about a how it wants to work, so that these expectations can
be clearly communicated to and understood by officers and elected members alike.

24.

As such, a series of “Approach” statements have been added into the Council’s Strategic
Framework to support the Mission statement of Working together for a better Southland:
-

25.

We will work in partnership with our communities
We will constantly look for better ways
We will work as one team

These are intended to provide a steer on how the Council will work, where working in this
way will assist Council to achieve its Vision/Community Outcomes as much as, if not more
than, the specific infrastructure, services and functions it performs.
Community Outcomes

26.

The Community Outcomes describe what the Council aims to achieve in meeting the current
and future needs of our communities – how we want the district to be. The Council cannot
achieve these outcomes alone – it will require collaboration with other agencies and the
community. A strong principle is that Council needs to be part of the solution – but does not
have to be the solution. In fact it is important the community and appropriate agencies take
the responsibility accordingly.

27.

There was strong consensus among Councillors about what the sort of Southland they
wanted to see develop. The concepts included:
-

28.

a strong/proud/connected community
a community where people belong
building trust
working collaboratively with communities and other organisations across the region
valuing the environment
dealing with change.

The Council’s current community outcomes have been reviewed to reflect these concepts
and provide a clear direction. As a result the Council developed two outcome statements
that describe more broadly the type of community we are aiming to create to paint the picture
of where we want to be:
i.
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ii. Resilient communities that leave a legacy for tomorrow
Strategic Priorities
29.

The Council has also developed a series of four Strategic Priorities into the framework which
provide more context about the outcomes and how Council expects to achieve them. As a
result they should also assist with prioritising Council’s activities. This is the first time that the
Council has defined a set of Strategic Priorities as part of this framework.

30.

These priorities are the areas of the Council’s operations where elected members want to
see a change in approach or increase in focus over the triennium and beyond.

31.

The priorities have been developed from the issues discussed by Council at the workshop
and also existing initiatives. These are prefaced by a statement which reflects the purpose of
local government.
Strategic Priorities - We need to provide strong community leadership and work with our
communities on how to adapt to these changes so that the infrastructure, local services and
regulatory functions we provide are appropriate and support the achievement of our shared
vision.
Our focus:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Improve how we work
Provide appropriate infrastructure/services
Make informed decisions
Attract more people

32.

These are designed to provide greater detail around Council’s priorities and where the
Council is focusing its efforts to achieve the community outcome. This priority setting
approach means that the detail about what the “community outcome” means can be
contained here rather than in high level community outcome statement.

33.

Taken together the Vision, Community Outcomes, Mission, Approach and Strategic Priorities
are intended to be able to answer the “Why” question around anything Council does.

34.

The new Strategic Framework forms the basis for what the Council plans to focus on over
the next three to ten years.

35.

The framework has been used by the Council and officers when preparing the 2018 Long
Term Plan and associated Activity Management Plan programmes, budgets and
performance information.

Next Steps
36.

Community Boards, Community Development Area Subcommittees and other local
committees are also asked to consider the framework in their decision-making going forward.
This may be as part of budgeting processes for the 2018 LTP, wider community leadership
planning or more generally as part of day-to-day operations.

37.

Like Council, local committees are also encouraged to take a strategic perspective and
critically consider the future challenges and opportunities now, and, be realistic in their
planning to ensure that Council is being responsible and is preparing the ground for any hard
decisions or courageous conversations that may be needed.

38.

The Council is encouraging officers and local committees to consider what they can do
differently and how they can work in with each other to help implement the strategies needed
to create the vision of “one community with endless opportunities”.

39.

Council is also considering how it delivers its services and giving consideration to a strategic
decision-making approach. This will consider the principle of ‘Think District, Act Local’ and
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developing overarching strategic frameworks for activity and service delivery. This approach
will consider opportunities associated with appropriate and affordable levels of service,
equality vs. equity of service provision, minimum standards, functional hierarchy of provision
and consistency across the district.
40.

This strategic framework approach will also inform and assist in the consideration of
investment decision-making models and future rating affordability conversations Council will
need to have and address related issues. The outputs from this work will be fed back to
Community Boards/CDAs for comment once developed.

41.

The Council is also in the very early stages of looking at the changes that are needed and is
considering what ‘big picture analytics’ type work needs to be undertaken to provide better
data and insights to assist with the futures thinking decisions that will need to be made.

42.

While the Council intends to signal this in its 2018 LTP, the bulk of this work will happen over
the next three years to inform a Community Futures 2040 programme. The outcomes and
findings of this are expected to see fundamental changes to the way we do things and how
we plan ahead of our 2021 LTP.

43.

In the meantime, the Lumsden Community Development Area Subcommittee are also asked
to consider the long-term future issues in its decisions around budgets and programmes for
2018 LTP and to also consider how it can pitch in to support the Council’s long-term strategy.

Recommendation
That the Lumsden Community Development Area Subcommittee:
a)

Receives the report titled “Strategic Framework 2018 - 2028 Long Term Plan”
dated 11 October 2017.

Attachments
⇩
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Financial
Report
to
Lumsden
Community
Development Area Subcommittee for the year ended
30 June 2017
Record No:
Author:
Approved by:
☐ Decision

R/17/8/19235
Bruce Miller, Community Engineer
Anne Robson, Chief Financial Officer
☐ Recommendation

☒ Information

Community financial performance for the year

1

The graph above shows what actually happened (Actuals), what the original budget was
(Original annual budget) and then what was expected to occur by year end (Reforecast
annual budget) for each of the Income, Expenditure, and Capital Expenditure categories.

2

The ‘Reforecast’ totals show the effect of unbudgeted expenditure, projects that have been
put on hold or are to be completed in 2017/2018 and/or expected changes to income and
operating expenditure over the year.

3

Monthly reports provided to you by the community engineers compared the actual YTD
against reforecast YTD totals.
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4

Any significant variances between the ‘Actual’ and ‘Original budget’ totals are explained
below. The details are provided in the attached annual report figures.

Significant Variances to the Annual Budget
Income
5

Income was $8k over budget. Additional revenue for dump station charges were collected in
the operating costs business unit. Internal interest on reserves in the streetworks was over
budget due to additional interest earned on reserves. Additional cemetery interment fees, hall
hire and grants collected contributed to the increased income.
Expenditure

6

Expenditure is $10k over budget.

7

Refuse Collection; was overspent $14k due to the increased demand for travellers which
included 5 extra buses per day and additional campers. There was also a spike in costs over
the Christmas holiday period and a trend towards more visitors throughout the year.

8

Beautification was overspent $3k due to additional mowing at the recreation grounds.

9

Playground expenditure was $3k over budget due to installation costs associated with the
new equipment.

10

The increased costs above were offset by the underspends in streetworks and stormwater
drainage. The level of streetworks maintenance required in the year was $3.5k less. No
monitoring and less maintenance was required for stormwater drainage during the year $6k.
Capital Expenditure

11

Refer to the Projects list under item 12. Both the driveway project at the cemetery and the
railway heritage area project were within budget.
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Financial Considerations
Reserves
12

Interest has been allocated to the reserve accounts. Interest is calculated on the average
balance of the reserves for the year at an interest rate of 3.27%. The budgeted interest rate
was 4.19%.

Lumsden
Schedule of Reserve Balance
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Project List
13

Community projects that were budgeted to be undertaken in the 2016/2017 year are in the
table below.
Activity

Project Name

Financial
Year

AP
Budget

Actual
cost

Status

Cemeteries

Improve
Cemetery
driveway

2016/17

$46,000

$42,927

Completed

Parks and
Reserves

Upgrade railway
heritage area

2015/16

$25,625

$14,261

In progress Construction

Officer’s Comment

Part of MBIE Funding
Plan work on
preparation for funding
application in progress

Recommendation
That the Lumsden Community Development Area Subcommittee:
a)

Receives the report titled “Financial Report to Lumsden Community
Development Area Subcommittee for the year ended 30 June 2017” dated 19
October 2017.

Attachments
A

Lumsden Annual Report figures for the year ended 30 June 2017 ⇩
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Record No:
Author:
Approved by:
☐ Decision

1

Item 7.4

Local Budgets for the Long Term Plan 2018-28
R/17/10/23625

☒ Recommendation

☐ Information

To set local budgets for 2018-2028 and propose rates for the year commencing 1 July 2018.

This report provides an overview of the local activities and services for Lumsden for 2018-2028
which are provided under the governance of the Lumsden Community Development Area
(CDA) subcommittee. The report details the estimated costs of these activities over the 10 years
as well as the draft rates.
2

The draft budgets will be incorporated into the Council’s draft Long Term Plan (LTP)
2018-2028 which will be released for consultation in March 2018. Once the plan is finalised (and
subject to any changes resulting from submissions), the budgets shown for 2018/2019 will be
used to set rates for the year beginning 1 July 2018 (referred to as LTP year 1).

3

The information in this report and its attachments, has been sourced from previous discussions
between the committee and community partnership leader/community engineer along with
Activity Management Plans (AMPs) that officers have prepared. The AMPs contain more detail
about the activities and expenditure requirements.
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4

The LTP is adopted every three years and provides the community with information on the role,
scope, service level and priority of Council activities for 10 years.

5

In preparing the LTP budgets and programmes, Council reviews its strategic direction, various
policies and AMPs. The Council also develops a series of assumptions about the environment
that it expects to operate in during the 10 year period. Council summarises this information in a
document for consultation with the community.

6

The LTP Consultation Document is released to the public in March 2018 and the community has
an opportunity to provide feedback on the proposed plan. Council will decide on any changes to
the draft plan before it is adopted in June 2018.

7

Year 2 and 3 of the LTP are used as the basis for the Annual Plan’s for those years.
Overview of the Process

8

The separate Strategic Framework paper on the committee agenda outlines some of the
significant changes predicted in Southland communities and the Council’s operating environment
in the future that will impact on our activities, services and rates affordability in the future.

9

Council has been discussing these changes as part of the development of the 2018 LTP and the
implications in terms of affordability and appropriateness of Council services for the community
in the future.

10

However, in order to be able to engage in a meaningful way with the community about the issues
and options, Council has identified a need to gather better information to inform choices and
develop a more strategic approach to responding to these issues across the District.
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11

As such, as part of the 2018 LTP, Council is looking to begin developing this information over
the next three years to inform these conversations ahead of the 2021 LTP, where specific choices
and decisions will need to be made.

12

In the interim, the 2018 LTP is going to be a transitional plan, where budgets and work
programmes are generally expected to be similar to previous years except in areas where there is
legislative or regulatory compliance requirements, outstanding issues that need to be addressed or
where work is needed to progress the Council’s strategic priorities (see diagram below).

13

This is expected to enable Council to start working on the more strategic/fundamental issues
facing Southland in the future and get better information and analysis to assist the Council and
communities to make informed decisions about how to adapt to these changes as part of the
2021 LTP and beyond.

14

As such each local committee (community board, CDA and water supply subcommittee) should
also be aware that while the 2018 LTP has minimal change, there is likely to be a fuller review of
activities and services and what is ‘fit for purpose’ and how they are funded over the next three
years. As part of the process, local committees will have an opportunity be involved in this work.
District Wide

15

There are a number of district-wide issues which Council has been considering as part of the
2018 LTP that local committees should also be aware of. The key issues that have a link to local
budgeting processes are detailed below.
Open Spaces

16

The Council has recently commissioned a report reviewing its open spaces (parks, reserves,
playgrounds, picnic/rest areas, playgrounds, playing fields etc) across the District. The review
found that there was a significant amount of work needed if Council is to address the gap
between the vision and objectives set by the Council’s Open Space Strategy and the current state
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of these spaces. The Council considers that a more strategic approach is necessary to managing
open spaces but has not decided on the way in which this will be done. Officers are currently
working through the report and assessing what can be done and when to close this gap. It is
expected that this work, along with recommendations about priority areas and levels of service
will be completed during 2018/2019. This will then enable Council to make decisions about how
it would like to progress. In the meantime it is worth community boards and CDA
subcommittees being aware that any changes may affect the types of decisions that are made for
the open spaces in their local area and potentially how this may need to be funded.
Freedom Camping
17

Freedom Camping is another area where Council is considering taking a more district-wide
strategic approach. It is developing a freedom camping strategy that will set the direction for
future decision making about what is appropriate for Southland and where that may be. It is
expected that Council will be in a position to consult with communities during 2018 about any
changes.
Land and Water Plan

18

The implementation of the Water and Land Plan (Plan) by Environment Southland will result in
higher costs for the Council, particularly in the wastewater and stormwater activities. Although
what is actually needed to comply with the Plan is not yet known an estimate of the potential
change to operational and capital costs has been included in the LTP. This is a combination of
monitoring costs and additional infrastructure needed to improve discharges from these activities.
The water activity may be impacted when additional water is required.
Revenue and Financing Policy

19

As part of the review of the Revenue and Financing Policy, Council is considering the most
appropriate way to rate for library services across the district (along with a number of other
changes to rates which are set at the district-level). Under the current policy the rates for the
library activity are collected from a combination of some local communities and the district at
large. The Council is considering whether the activity should only be funded from the district at
large, given the greater proportion of residents now accessing library services online. If this
occurs then some local rates will be reduced and the costs will be included in the District General
rate. The draft policy including this information will be consulted on and the public will have
opportunity to provide feedback.
Community Leadership Plans

20

Our communities will be finishing the Community Leadership Planning process with their
community partnership leaders over the plan period. While this process looks a lot wider than
simply the Council’s activities and services, there may be initiatives or programmes that come out
that fit within the local committee’s areas of responsibility. Council is encouraging local
committees to deal with these as they arise through the annual budgeting process (via the Annual
Plan) or via the unbudgeted expenditure process rather than putting aside funding in the 2018
LTP budgets for any “possibilities”.
Local Community Issues

21

Key issues that the committee need to be aware of for the Lumsden community over the next 10
years are:
 A draft stormwater consent has been received from Environment Southland, with Lumsden
being considered a low risk site. There will be annual visual inspections of the discharge and
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water testing every 5 years. With the draft consent monitoring levels have not been changed
in the LTP.
 The estimates provided in this report are based on the current Revenue and Financing Policy.
The Lumsden CDA rate includes library funding of $11,576 (GST exclusive) for 2018/19. If
the draft Revenue and Financing Policy adopted by Council later in the year includes a
change for this activity the rates (and associated costs) for the Lumsden library will be
removed.
Local Budget Development
22

The draft budgets for the Lumsden community for 2018-2028 have been prepared. Figures for
these budgets have flowed out of the review of AMPs as well as discussions between local
committees and community partnership leaders/community engineers over the past few months.

23

The aim of this has been to ensure that all projects and changes to expenditure have been
discussed prior to the budget meetings so that the meetings are focussed primarily on the rates
recommendation. This approach has been taken because the LTP is audited and officers need
budgets to be finalised earlier to enable to the audit to occur.

24

While we are aiming to have few changes at budgets meetings, we realise that some committees
may want to carry our further investigations before finalising their programme. If this is the case,
we would encourage committees to keep their changes to a minimum if possible and consider
whether these can be processed through the annual budget/project review (via the Annual Plan)
or through the unbudgeted expenditure process.

25

The objective of this budget report is to highlight issues, confirm priorities and plan expenditure
and funding for the next 10 years for the CDA’s consideration as part of the Council’s LTP.

26

If approved by Council via the LTP, the CDA will be able to spend the Council funds allocated
in accordance with the budgeted expenditure. This occurs via Council officers approving
purchase orders. If the CDA wishes to spend funds that are unbudgeted, including monies from
reserves, the CDA has a delegation to approve up to $10,000 otherwise the decision will need
Council approval.

27

In preparation for the 2018-2028 LTP, Council officers are reviewing and updating Council’s
various AMPs.

28

Included in Attachment A (Section C) of this report is a summary of all planned projects for the
Lumsden community for the next 10 years as extracted from the draft AMPs. Copies of the full
draft AMPs can be obtained by contacting the relevant Council officer who manages the asset
portfolio. Summaries of Council’s AMPs will also be available online throughout the duration of
the LTP consultation period.

29

Attachment A is organised into four main sections as follows:
(A) Overview
This section includes details of the proposed rates for the Lumsden community (compared
to the previous year). The section also includes an overview of reserves and loans.
(B) Rate Type Financial Information and Activity Summary
This section is organised by rate type and is broken into four subparts:
i.
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ii.

This part contains a summary of the financial budgets. It shows the expenditure
and income projected over the 10 years, the amount of rates required and the rate
calculation summary.

iii. This part shows the business unit costs making up income and expenditure for the
rate type. This financial information reconciles with the rate type financial
summary mentioned above (ii).
iv. This part contains a schedule of fees and charges showing the current fee and
charge (2017/2018) with a column for the committee to consider charges to be set
for 2018/2019.
(C) Planned Projects
This section includes a list of the maintenance and capital projects planned for the
Lumsden community for the next 10 years.
Where applicable, this includes the water and wastewater programme for the community
for the 10 years. The water and wastewater programme is determined and rated at Council
level, but has been included for the local committee’s information.
More detailed reports, outlining options for specific projects will be submitted to the
subcommittee closer to the implementation dates as is appropriate.
(D) Appendices
The appendices contains detailed reports in support of information in the body of the
report as follows:
(i)

Reserves Report - this shows the balance of every reserve the community has for
each of the 10 years.

(ii)

Loan Report - this shows the balance of every internal and external loan the
community has for each of the 10 years.

30

The draft budgets (including details of projects) will form part of the activity statements and
financials in the Council’s LTP 2018-2028. The LTP (and associated Consultation Document) is
a requirement of the Local Government Act 2002.

31

There is a statutory requirement to adopt an LTP before rates can be set in accordance with the
provisions of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002.

32

Any significant issues affecting local communities may be included in the official consultation
document which will be publicly available from early March to mid April 2018. The consultation
document will be posted out to each household throughout the District.

33

The broader local budgets for all the communities will be summarised in the financial projections
which will be available as background information to the public consultation.

34

Local committees are also asked to advise officers of any local issues/projects that they
would like to be highlighted in the consultation material where they are wanting to
encourage feedback from the local community or let the community know of any
significant projects.
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35

Any submissions received from the public on local issues will be forwarded to the relevant
community partnership leader (and Chairperson and subcommittee if required) for comment. As
a result of the submission process, amendments may be made prior to Council formally adopting
the finalised LTP by 30 June 2018.

36

The financial considerations are set out in Attachment A of this report. Key financial aspects to
be aware of include:.

37

The hall rate has gone $1,090. Insurance has been reduced to reflect recent premiums paid.

38

The local rate is going up $23,737. This is principally made up of
1) Last year the increase in local rate was offset by a transfer from reserves of $7,870, this
year no allowance has yet been made to offset rates from reserves.
2) Refuse collection is going up to $30k from $22k, this is due to the extra collection
required as a result of visitors to the town.
3) Mowing has been increased $3k to reflect the increase in the level of service for the
mowing of the recreation grounds and general cost increases.
4) The material damage insurance budget has increased $1k to reflect the actual costs.

39

In preparing the 10 year forecasts, the Council has used a number of assumptions as follows:
 Estimates are built from the levels of service desired by the community.
 Estimates have been included for expected costs in relation to the Water and Land Plan.
 Interest has not yet been included in the projected reserve balances for the 10 years of the
plan. Once the budgets have been finalised, interest will be calculated and transferred directly
to the relevant reserves (later in 2017).
 The estimates include an allowance for price level changes (inflation) which is a financial
reporting requirement. For the plan inflation has been assumed at between 2-2.8% per
annum.
 Interest on borrowings has been charged at 4.65% per annum.
 No allowance has been made in the estimates for any possible increases in contract rates for
contracts being re-tendered.
 Reserves used to fund project/capital work where possible rather than internal loans.
 Where loan funding is required for key community projects, it is assumed that these loans will
be obtained internally in the first instance.

40

The report is a summary of plans prepared in respect to all of the services the CDA intends to
provide in the Lumsden community during the 10 year period from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2028.
The information including the estimates will be incorporated in the draft 2018 LTP Consultation
Document and final LTP 2018-2028.
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The community partnership leader has discussed with the subcommittee the projects to be
included in the LTP and the remaining budgets have been reviewed and updated by the
community engineer.
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Enables the LTP to be complied and
audited with the set timeframe



Rates recommendation to Council is
finalised.



Budgets and project estimates can be
updated or reviewed annually as part of the
Annual Plan budgeting process (or
approved via unbudgeted expenditure
process).



Changes can be made to the LTP budgets.



None identified



Rates requirement
recalculated.



May impact the delivery of the LTP within
the set timeframe.

may

need

to

be

42

The decision to be made by CDA is not likely to be a significant decision on its own under the
Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy. However, the LTP (into which the committee’s
budgets are incorporated) is considered significant and will be consulted on in March/April 2018.

43

Option 1 Accept the estimated reports as proposed in this report.

44

The draft 10 year budgets and rating information for 2018-28 for the Lumsden CDA will be
included in the draft LTP financial information for confirmation by Council in February 2018
and consultation through March-April 2018.
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⇩
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